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At Waterloo Underground Station 
there is step-free access between 
the Jubilee Line platforms and the 
ticketing office.  
If you need assistance call 08456 
050404 (it is a good idea to phone 
before going). 

From the lift turn right to go to the 
Jubilee Line ticketing hall 

Go through the ticket barrier and 
take the exit on the left. 

 

 

  

 

Turn left down Waterloo Road. 
Stay on the left-hand side of the 
road. 

You will go under some railway 
bridges and pass Jimmy’s Tea 
Bar on the left (the yellow café). 

Cross at the zebra crossing. The 
Imax cinema should be on your 
right. You will pass railway arches. 
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When you are opposite the Imax you come to the last railway arch. (It 
is near a bus stop.) Turn left and go under the railway arch. 

You will come to a zebra crossing.  
Cross to the middle island. 

 

 

  

 
At the middle island turn right and 
cross the zebra crossing straight 
ahead of you. 

On your left is another zebra 
crossing.  Cross here to get to the 
corner of York Road. 

Go along York Road on the left-
hand side. 
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You will go by the Shell Centre on 
your right. Keep going under the 
footbridge. 

There are 2 pelican crossings 
after the Shell Centre. Use the 
second crossing 

Turn right to go down Chichley 
Street. You will pass the Slug and 
Lettuce Bar. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

At the end of Chichley Street cross 
over to get onto Belvedere Road. 

You will reach a flat paved area in 
front of the London Eye.   

On the left is a step-free entrance 
to the Ticket Office. (There are also 
steps to this entrance) 
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We are making maps for other journeys. Your feedback can help us get these maps right so let 

us know what you think!  

To feedback about this map - email admin@enabledlondon.com  

To find out information about the map project - email crossriver@lambeth.gov.uk 

Or you can read www.enabledlondon.com/default/6.services/map/. This tells you what 

enabledlondon was asked to do.  
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